
 Housing Authority of the Town of Somers 

Regular meeting November 18, 2010  

Woodcrest Community Room – 71 Battle Street  

Minutes 

 
1. Call to Order  

The meeting was called to order at 6:30 

2. Attendance  

Marylou Hastings, Robert Landry, Robert Pettee, David Pinney, Diane Yensen, Brooke Hawkins 
(WINN) 

3. Old Business  

3.1. Construction Report – No discussion 

3.1.1. Update on warranty issues – No discussion 

3.1.1.1. exterior doors – No discussion 

3.1.2. Plans for $100,000 in state tax credit funds – No discussion 

3.2. Management of Property (WINN)  

3.2.1. Apartment Rental – Update  

One unit available following transfer of current resident from one unit to another.  In 

discussing the transfer process, Diane recommended that a written policy be created for 
all to follow.  Brooke expressed concern about knowing clearly whether a unit needed to 

be occupied by a 50% or 60% household.  She hopes to see a copy of form 8609 as filed 

so as to confirm whether the proportions of residents can be looked at from the 
perspective of the entire development or if it’s necessary to work building by building. 

3.2.2. Review of activities and issues of concern 

The work orders for the prior month were reviewed and discussed.  Some are ALCA’s 

responsibility, but the company’s staff is on site infrequently, meaning long delays 
sometimes in addressing the problem.  Cecil has taken care of many of those.  Brooke 

will make sure that ALCA is charged for that time and will send those notices to REDI. 

A third party inspection of both financial records and apartments was conducted by 
Spectrum to meet state and federal requirements for confirmation that records are 

appropriate and complete and that housing units meet appropriate standards.  The 

inspection noted no problems at Woodcrest or with WINN’s records. 

3.2.3. Review 2010 operating budget – No discussion 

3.2.3.1. Preview budget for 2011 – No discussion 

3.2.4. Resident Services Personnel – Update 

Applications are being received and interviews are being scheduled. 

3.3. Update on Phase II – No discussion 

4. New Business 

4.1. Meet with members of the Advisory Committee for the Elderly 
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These minutes are not official until approved at a subsequent meeting. 

Jordan Chatis, Pat Bachetti, Jenifer Charette, Ann Procopio, and Karen Norrie joined the 

meeting to review some discussions that occurred at a recent meeting of the Advisory 
Committee for the Elderly.  The discussions prompted some questions that were presented to the 

housing authority.  Several concerned the relationship and fee structure associated with the 

propane gas service provided by High Grade Gas.  After a rather thorough review of recent 

events and anticipated practices regarding fees, the members of the advisory committee were 
satisfied that everything that could be done to protect the interests of the Woodcrest residents 

was and is being done.  This was also the consensus regarding procedures in place to enable a 

resident who needs help to be able to contact the appropriate people to receive that help. 

There was also consensus that there were areas of overlapping interest between the housing 

authority and the advisory committee and that it would be good for the two groups to maintain 

closer contact.  Members of one committee are always welcomed at meetings of the other.  
There is a provision for a Woodcrest resident to be a member of the advisory committee, but a 

new person to fill that role needs to be appointed.  Dottie Hilman who has filled that position is 

giving up that role. 

5. Approval of minutes from November. 4 , 2010 

Motion by Pettee, second by Yensen and unanimous agreement to approve the minutes of Nov. 4, 

2010. 

6. Resident Questions/Concerns (Mary Lou Hastings) – No further discussions 

7. Other – Nothing raised. 

8. Adjournment 

The meeting adjourned at 8:00 PM 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

David Pinney, Chair 


